
The History of German Picture Agencies

Part One

The Picture Market: 
From Owner-Managed Small Business 
Towards Large Conglomerate
by Klaus Plaumann, CEPIC Vice-President

Until the beginning of the nineties, we had dealt with the Old School. The new 
times had not yet begun. There were no databases, no internet, no websites, no 
online picture portals but  there were slides and extensive archives. Picture 
packages from photographers and partner agencies were piling up in picture 
agencies waiting for editing. Letters, not emails, were sent.

If a customer was looking for a particular image, he called the agency of his 
choice and described his wishes to an employee who searched the shelves for 
right motifs and sent the results by courier or post. The customer was charged 
with a fee for this service and this fee was the base-income of a picture agency.

Today, photographs can no longer be physically touched. The love for the physical 
image seems to have faded away. The newest generation experiences seeing and 
feeling photographs in a different way. Those who grew up with prints from the 
photoshop or with slide shows on a Saturday night will likely have difficulties 
breaking with their past experiences and feelings.

In comparison, the younger generation may see the old model as sentimental and 
nostalgic. Vintage may be hip, but the world has changed: pictures are taken 
without film, shots are checked on a small screen on the back of the camera, you 
delete immediately what you don't like, you upload the data on your computer and 
you look at your pictures. All this can happen within two minutes: no film, no 
magnification, no copy. What you don't like will be deleted.

Here, we are speaking about commercial stock-photography material that is 
needed daily and published by the media. Some German professors of 
photography ignore this segment of the market, its level is seen as being below 
that of artistic photography even though ambitious, sophisticated and highbrow 
material is distributed by picture agencies. 

Why is this mentioned here? The aversion of intellectuals is similar to the German 
behaviour of sticking to the familiar. Fine art is on top and commerce is at the 
bottom, i.e., RM (Rights Managed) on top and MS (Microstock) at the bottom. This 
impedes the mobility and prevents intellectuals from dealing with new things, 
looking for a new direction and acting unbiased in order to strive for success as a 
photographer.

The quality of photographs shall not be discussed here. This is about commercial 
pictures, new forms of distribution, new price models and the picture market that 
has changed considerably in the past 20 years. In that time, almost 100 picture 
agencies have been sold and their inventories, as well as their global distribution 
network, have helped large suppliers to market leadership.
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New complexities

Today, this is passé. Picture users look for images on the internet and fees are 
rarely charged. The picture offerings and the prices for stock images have 
decreased and diversified since then. Despite technical changes the photography 
industry has become increasingly complex and difficult for picture distributors as 
well as customers.

The supply of pictures has grown enormously and it is not easy to find one's way 
in this jungle of images. Where do I buy? Which website do I choose? Who has 
got what I need? How much are the pictures? For what may I use them? May I 
copyright the images for my usage?

One of the biggest developments are photo communities that were not initially 
recognised as possible commercial distributors. In these communities members 
can upload their images to the internet and these services save hundreds of 
images that had been taken privately. Microstock is similar and was first 
developed around the same time by amateurs, and later came to be supported by 
professional photographers.

During the 80s, the questions raised above, were easy to answer because the 
possibilities for the distribution of pictures was limited. Every agency owned 
exclusive material and managed its rights. There were no cheap offers, no 
flatrates, and more importantly there was only one business model.

Further, the ways of circulating and distributing photos have changed. Today, 
picture agencies no longer distribute their stock to one single partner agency but 
to a large number of agencies in a national or international network. This means 
that images can be found simultaneously in a variety of online services. 
Furthermore, these offers are made using a variety of methods: Rights Managed, 
Royalty Free, Microstock, Midstock and subscription models, all with particular 
conditions and at different prices.

In the past, German market suppliers and customers followed the suggested price 
model of The Medium-Sized Business for Photo-Marketing (MFM), a member of 
BVPA. There are still a number of users who prefer this model, but newcomers 
with their new prices and conditions are no longer satisfied with this method. For 
picture buyers, and especially for customers, it has become more complicated to 
purchase picture licenses. 

Reasons for and consequences of the changes

At present, the number of agencies declaring bankruptcy is increasing. Member 
agencies are leaving their national agencies. In 2009 the German “picta”, a well-
established picture fair sponsored by The German Association of Picture Agencies 
(BVPA), was cancelled due to low registration. In 2009, in order to cut costs, many 
photo agencies have reduced their work-week.

Today, the German picture industry is marked by moaning and groaning. 
Complaints are directed against the market changes and their negative 
consequences for picture agencies. People look for scapegoats and call for 
governement aid. As far as losses of revenues are concerned, this reaction is 
understandable, but on the other hand, these negative reactions should be 
questioned.
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In Germany self-pity is common. The blame is usually laid on somebody else. In 
Anglo-Saxon countries, however, people rather blame themselves and take 
responsibility to right the situation.

Is it really true that small companies are being purchased without sensitivity by 
larger ones and as a consequence these smaller firms are disappearing from the 
market? Or is it rather that not everybody in the industry has recognized that the 
picture market is motivated purely by economics that can only be influenced by 
those who adapt and are better than the rest?

Gates and Getty
Business models can either be altered through money that is invested in new 
ideas or through a business model of „niches“ in which their market is satisfied 
without any competitors because each form has their own speciality. This is how it 
has happened in other industries that have changed fundamentally during the last 
decades. 

A closer look at the current financial situation is necessary in order to cast the light 
on problems facing the image industry and thus form a clearer idea about market 
changes within the picture industry. 

What creates the success of enterprises – always selling the same product? No. 
Innovations are the engines of success. This extends beyond this particular 
historical moment: success is not about a single innovation, but about innovation 
on an ongoing basis. Industries must constantly implement new ideas in order to 
offer the customer incentives to buy, over and over again.

Is this only the task of the automobile and fashion industry – or is it also the task of 
the picture industry? Has the picture industry not recognised that this is the basis 
of every successful business? Some companies have recognised and 
implemented these ideas, and in doing so they have brought fundamental 
changes to the picture market within the past 20 years.

Two examples of this are Bill Gates with Corbis and Mark Getty with Getty Images 
who laid the foundation for this business model. Both men have a lot of money 
and did not grow up in the picture industry - is this an important criteria for 
providing the market with new impulses? Capital as well as an idea are necessary 
in order to free from the strictures of the past in order to offer the market 
something new.

In Germany, there have also been business men who did not do their business in 
an old fashioned way and who instead came up with successful new ideas for 
their industries. Various examples illustrate how new ways can be found. This is 
why in this series many business men will have their say who have either 
participated in the process of change or taken part in the decision-making. Their 
statements and comments will convey to the reader how the future of the industry 
will develop in the next three years.

The picture industry does not face the same difficulties as the automobile industry 
at this point although the worldwide financial crisis does not leave much hope for 
good business deals in 2010 due to decreases in advertising volume. According to 
kress.de, a leading online-magazine that reports about the German magazine and 
advertising market, the number of booked advertisements declined by 16.4 % in 
2009. The news and online magazine Stern lost 24 per cent from decreases in 
advertising and the leading Spiegel magazine lost 23 %. Ever since Getty was 
sold to the investors Hellman & Friedman, many have speculated as to whether or 
not the industry leader would go broke. The latest in these rumours began during 
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the PACA Congress in Miami in October 2009 when it was disclosed that Hellman 
& Friedman wanted to sell Getty despite the danger of only being able to get half 
of what they paid when they themselves bought it.

Microstock is something entirely new. More than one hundred million motifs can 
be found at microstock agencies. This phenomenon no longer really has anything 
to do with the photography ten, fifteen or twenty years ago, and although 
microstock agencies produce vast offerings, the importance for the picture market 
is not yet clear.
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